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Preface

The Apollo-Soyuz Test Project (ASTP); which flew in July 1975, arOused .":
considerable public interest; tiist, because the space rivals of the late 1950's '. .

and 1960's mere Working.together n a jaint endeavor, and :second, because
their mutual efforts InclUded developing a space rescue system. The ASTP
also included signifieant Scientific.experimentSthe results of which can be

. used in teaching biology, phySics,:and matheniati in Seltools'and eges.
Titis series of pamphlets diseussi the Xpol16- oyu mission and experi-

'.. 'ments is a set of currietilum.suppleme ts designed for teaChers, supervisors,
,'.. curricUlum specialists, and textbook writersas well as for the general public.

Neither teitbooks nbr.courses of study,. These pamphlets:re intended to
provide a rich source` ofideas, exampl6 of :thetscientific method,, pertinent'.
references to standard textbooks, and cleardescriptipnSof space experiments.
In a sense, tliex may' beregarded as a pioneering fOrM of teaching aid. Seldom

t has there been such a forihrighS effort
scientific

to teachers,
. !'

curriculum-relevant reports of current :scientific research: High scipOl
teachers who reviewed the texts istiggeSted that advanced students who area
interested might be" ssigned46 study one pamphlet and report-onit to the rest
Or the class. After: class d isciliSion, students' might. be aSSigned.6vithout.
access to the pamphlet) one or more ofthe "Questions for iscussion" fof
tOrmal or inforrnal. ariswers,t thus stressing the applicatilm...of what w

' preyimisly cOVered in the pamphlets. ''

The authors of these pamphlets 'are Dr. LOU Williams Page, a geologi , and
Dr Thciniton Page, an astronomer: Both have taught 'science at:several
universities and have publisheciLl 4 books on science for schools, col) ges, and
the.ganeral reader,. including a recent-one on space science. ' -

.Technical assistance nii. the Pages ;was. pr.oVided/by the polls -Soyuz
PrOgram Scientist; Dr. R.. Thomas biuli, and by Richaf R. Baldwin, . ,

W.. Wilson Lauderdale, and Stisan N. Montgomer/ memb .s Of the grqupet
the. NASA Lyndon.B. Johnson Space Center in Houston ich organ lied the /
scientists' participation in the ASTP and publistted their, ports of experiinenly
tal results. . t. . . . .

. Selected teachers from high schools and uniyersit s throughout the ,UMted
['States reviewed the pamphlets in draft forin.T ey suggested changes in
wording, the addition of a glossary of terns nfamiliar to studentS, and
iMprovements in diagrams. A list of theieac rs and of the saieMifiC hives-.
tigators who reviewed the texts for *brae follows this PrefaCe. . ..

This set of Apollo-Sbytiz pamphlets wa initiated andAiordinated: by Dr:.

Frederick B.:, Tuttle, Director of Educatio' al Prorrams, and was supported by
the NASA:Apollo-Soyuz Program Of ce; by iteland J. Casey, Aerospace

'. ' Engineer for' ASTP, and by Willi D. Nixon, Educational Prbgrams '
Officer, all of NASA Headquarter in Washington., D.C.
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Appreciation is expressed to 'the scientific investigators and' teachers who
Fe-Viewed the draft copies; to the NASA specialistseWhO.pro!Adediagrams'

and photographs; and to J. K. Holcoinb, Headquarters Director of ASTP
operations, and Chester M. Lee, ASTP prograin Director at Headquartrs:
Whose interest in this educational endeavor made this publication posiible.
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Goals of the Ap6110-Soiruz
Test Project,
The two laUnches and the dockhig Of,the ApollOtSbyuz spacecraft comprised
the First ,manned spaceflight coordinate:by two nations.. The primary goal
Was to show that two major powlers, while still competing in space, could
beniefit by a cooperative mission. The achievements were partly psychologi-
cal, partly scientific. and partly. technological. FOr the first time, the Russian.

. people saw U.S. astronauts on televisionand, Americans were able to view a.
Soyiet launch and landing: Specialists in both space agencies' recognized the
value of a Common docking system. for possible rescue missions jnIpacei'
Planners saw 'the value of combining the,know,how" of lioth.count,ries for

.

further exploration of space: People in the rest of the World; 'seeing 'the
.

cooperation between two rival-major powers, may now have mor
space science and technology.

The joint SpaCe project was first discussed by personnel in t e National
AeronaufiCS and Space AdministrationTSTASA) and the SoV'et Academy of
SCieneei in October 1970. Almost 2 years lateron May 24, .1 , the mission
Concepatas finalizedin Mosfow when ..,An Agreement COn
ation in the EXploration and Use of Outer Space' was signed by the Chairmap
Of the U.S.S.R. CounciLof Ministers Aleksey Kosygin and PreSident Richard
M. Nixon. During the next .2 years, detailed plans for all aspectS of the flight,
intlialing common design elements, joint experiments, d press cover*,
were. negotiated. The astronauts and the, cosmonauts.. exchanged visits,
learned each other's language, and subsequently shared Meals while in:orbit.
222 kilometers above the Earth.. They are now respected friends,-

As for preVious spaceflights NASA.'scientists and engineers planned,
experiments and other activities that wouldyield data of the greatest possible
value from the overall mission investment of approximately $220 million.



. FIgure 2.1 Apollo-.Soyuz 'crewmen Donald K. Slayton, Thirtas P. Staffdtd, Vance P.
Brand, Alaksey A. Letroli, and Valerty N. Kubaao\
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2 International Meeting
in Space

A Astronauts and .Cosmonaut,
, .

The men who made the first international docking in, spaceqthree NASA

.. .
astronauts and two Soviet cosmonauts, are shown in Figure 2.1. The Apollo
Commander, Tom Stafford, is a Major General in the U.S: Air Force. Before
Apollo-Soyuz, he hatl "town on three NASA missionsGemini VI, Gemini
IX, and Apollo 10. The Soyuz Commander was. Col. Aleksey Leonov. On
March 18, 1965, during the Voskhod 2 mission, he had taken mans first walk
in space.

For 13 years, D. K. (Deke) Slayton, the Docking Module Pilot, had been
Director of Flight Crew.Operations at the NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space
Canter (JSC). He was excluded from spaceflight because of a heart probleni
which cleared up by 1972. Apollo -Soyuz was also the first space mission for
Vance 'Brand, the Command MOdule Pilot. Valeriy Kubasov, the Soyu
Flight Engineer, had flOwn tin one previous So)iet mission, Soyuz 6.

In adclition4to the general training for the entire mission, each astronaut ha
.to become a specialisl. For instance, before the flight, Deke Slayton leame
every design detail 'of the Docking Module (DM) andwas ready to repair ur.
service it. All three astronauts were taught to speak 'Russian, and the c
monauts learned to speak English. The rule was that the speaker must alw s

use the listener's 'language. Before the flight, each astronaut studied he .
objectives, equipment; and procedures of the 28 scientific experiinents.

During the flight; each crewman had an.active and specific role in at I ast
10 experiments. In addition; all had programed duties in spac-ecraft operat on,
space medicine, and engineering tests. Altogether, their tasks occu ied

After the flight, each astronaut was subjected several. medical exa ma
kalmost every minute of the flight, except for m Is and rest periods.

ztions and took part in many conferences conceminl the experiments and sts.

' .

Time Sohedule.
The Apollo-Soyuz Test Project (ASTP) mission began with the launc of the
Soyuz spacecraft from the Baykonur Cosmodrome near Tyuratam in t State
of Kazakh, U.S.S.R.. on July 15, 1975, at 12:20 GMT. Gieenwic mean
time was used throughout the. mission to avoid confusion between Moscow
time, eastern daylight time' (E4)T) at the NASA John F. Kenned Space.

.Center (KSC) ir,Florida; and central daylight, time (CDT) at JSC. in ouston,
Texas..

B

Another kind of time -was ,also used in planning the flight schedule,jstarting
at the precise launch time of Soyuz. This ground elapsed time (GET) was zero
'hours zero minutes ,(00:00) at Soyuz launch and was used for both crews'
"time line," or schedule of duties. GET was used because the planners didn't

t



knosW in ilidvance What the exact GMT of the Soyuz launch would be.
Another tithing difficultly lcurred in matching crew activities with. public

activities in both the Unit d States al id the U.S.S.R. The astronauts' meals
and rest periods were normally scheduled at the tirnes.that people in Houston
eat andsleep. The cosrhonauts' schedule was similarly linked to Moscow
time But live television broadcasts for both the United States and the
U.S.S.R. required some exceptions. For instance, the dinner shared by
Astronauts Stafford and Slayton and Cosmonaut LeonovQn Apollo started at
5 p.p. Moscow daylight time or 14:00 GMT, which was 9 a.m.-CDT in

4 Houston.

The Spacecraft
The Apollo and Soyuz launch configurations are shown in Figure 2.2. The'
two different booster rockets-are standard items that have been used for many'

° launches in 'the two countries. The .Soyuz booster was deiigned by,SOvief
engineer Sergei ISoroly,o(v, the top man in the Soviet space progranyitntil his
death in 1966. Its 20 "'engines" use kerosene fuel burned with liquid oxygen
(LOX) to give athrust of 7 x 106 newtons (795 tons), ThiSilrust lifted the
Soyuz spacecraft to an altitude of approximatelY 180 kilometers. The acceler-
ation increased during this time because of the loss of mass as fuel was
burned. The booster then pitched the spacecraft over to .push it horizontally
into an orbit% around the Earth. This orbit was not exactly circular. It was
slightly elliptical, varying from 1'86 to 222 kilometers above the Earth's
surface, and was inclined 51.8.° to the Equator.

Thb big booSter.was then jettisoned (detaChed), pushed back, and allowed ,
to fall. Next, the smaller rocket in the Soyuz spacecraft was fired twice, each
burn taking place When. the spacecraft was at the highest 'Point ip its elliptical..
orbitfarthest from the Earth. This point is called "apogee." By increasing
the spacecraft speed, these "apogee kicks" caused it to begin traveling in a
circular orbit at the former apogee altitude.

The. Apollo launch was similar, except that after the Saturn 10 first-stage
booster started turning the Apollo vehicle, it was jettisoned before' the hori

, zontal thrust from the Saturn IV,B put Kpollo into a slightly elliptical orbit
between 148 and 168 kilometers above. the Eartii:This orbit was later
circularized at 167 kilometers, 55 kilometers lower tHE the Soym orbit. (The

`,Maneuvers necessary to raise the Apollo orbit for a rendezvous with Soyuz are
described in Section 3.)

Project Physics, Sec. 7.3; Fssc, Secs: 13.5 and 13-6. (thioughout this pamphlet; referenees
will be given t6 k6y topics covgred in these two standard textbooks; "Project PhYSics,°: second
edition, Holt. Rinehart, And Winston,1975, and "Physical Sciehce Study Committee" (PSSC),
fbuith edition, D. C. Heath, 1976.)
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The a ronalits' view of Soyuz as Apollo approached.to dock, and the
cosmonauts' view of Apollo, is shown in Figuret2.3. When two spacecraft
dock, they ,must be seated together tightly so that none of the atmosphere
inside either spacecraft will leak out..In previou.NASMlunar missions, an

s
Apollo Command MOdule (Cm) had dock with a Lunar Module (LM)
designed to fit it accurately. i

a

Apollo and Soyut launch configurations. Figura 2.2



"(a) The Soyyzspacecraft as saeb:froM Apollo.

(b) The Apollo 'spacecraft as seen from Soyuz (Courtesy of .U.S.S.R.
Academy.of 'Sciences).

a



D. The Docking Module.
For Apollo-Soyuz, a special DM had to be designed and built with seals and
latches on orfe end to fit the 4ut Soyuz hatch. On the other end of the DM
were seals and latches to qt le Apollo CM hatch: The DM was built by.
Rockwell International Space Division in DoWney; California, under contract

The DM provided spaCe for several experiments. It also was a chavber for
Fonverting from the Apollo cabin atmosphere of Or oxygen at one-third
atmospheric pressure (3.4:Y 104 N/m2) to the Soviet cabin atmosphere, which
was essentially air (oxygen and nitrogen) at two-third4 atmospheric preSsure
:(6.7 x 104. IN/M2). The RUsSians normally use air at I atmospheric pressure
(1.01 x 10G Nini)'in their spacecraft hut,' for the ASTP docked activities, '

they redUced the that thesrews could go back and forth beiween
. - ,

the two spacecraft .Without too-longa delay for changing'the atmospher in the
DM. If the.atmospheriC presgure is reduced too:quickly, as:cleep-sea divers'
welfknow; a than suffers pains Oue to btibbles or gas forining_in hisaplood.
This: 1s called "the bends:" The Soviet space p }ogram chose ordinary-air at
1-atMosphere pressure as simpler and lesS dangerous than the loWer pressure
pure-oxygen atmosphere used in *Apollo spacecraft.

The,Apollo Vehicle, including the DM, wastlarger (12'meters long without
ihe boosters) and more massive (14 900 kilogranis) than the 6-meter, 6750-
kilograVoyuz..Figure 2.4ihows details of the two spacecraft at a larger
scale than in FigUre 2.2. During launch, the DM was stowed below the
Service Module (SM) just as ,the LM wad for ,flights to the Moon. After:
lautih, the DM wagiat`Chedontdf the front ohlie:Apollo CM; as shoWn in
Figure.2.4:This.transfer of the DM required another Apollo maneuver fore
docking, as described in Section 3D.

Important design differences included the fittings on each spacecraft that
the DM'had to match. The "comPatiblg docking systefit" of the DM.,. shown
in,Pigure 2.5, included three finfike guides to center the end of the Soyuz
spaCecraft, wcircUlarsealing ring to fit the sealing ring on oyuze,' and three
string latches to fit the' hooks on the front of Soyuz. Figure 2.5(b) shows the
sealedhatch 3" farther. No the DM: The space; between hatch 3 and the,
front end of the DM was called the "pm tunnel." Hatch 3 ,Was opened only
after the two spaceeraff were sealed together and Cabin air was4let into chgpm
tunnel to eheck that the docking seal was tight.. Figure 2.5(h) also shoWii.*::
oxygen and nitrogen tanks that could be tapped to match either the 'APollO Or;
the SoyUz cabin atmosphere. Figure 2,5(a) shows the docking target below
center on the DM, where the cosmonauts could gee it and roll the Soyuz to,the.
correct angle for the latches to catch and hook.



Figure. 2.4 The Apollo-Soyuz rendezvouernd dockln aptiguratIon.
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Handshakes and Tciastsin Spade
.i.

Dockingwasocompleted on July,'17,.1975, at 16:09 GMT. The two spacecraft
were linked for 44 hours of ioint operations. During this time, the crews
worked on scientific experiments and engineering tests. The "first

meet ng in space," s
interim-

sltional, hown:in figure2.6, was between the twp com-
manders, taffor and LeonoV, at the. hatch leading lilt° the DM.
Figure 2:7 shows how. crewmen moved from one spacecraft .to the other.

wOther astronaut-cosmonaut pairs orked in the DM,' and eachscrewmember
visited thepthqspaceciaft for a meal:The Russians served Ukrainian borsch
(beet soup), spiced veal, sausage, Calte, and fruit juice. TheAmericans'served
roast beef; potatq soup, rive bread and:cheese, strawberries, almonds, and tea ,
with lefilon. There Were no toasts inthe ordinary sense because liquids do not

Figure 2.6 Apollo Conimander Stafford and Soyuz Commander Leonov meet Iry space.



stay in-a glass or cup when they.are in the weightless zero-g environment in an
orbiting spacecraft: The soups, juices, and tea were handed.around in plaStic
"squeeze bags" and squirted from anozzle into the Mouth.

The eieperinients and some of tice tests completed while the spacecraft werfte,
docked arecovered in Section 4 and in other pamphlets.of this series. Two of
the five joint American-Soviet exiigriments required separation of the space.;
craft and complicated maneuvering of Apollo. One of these (Experiment

. MA-148) produced an'artificiaLecUpse of the Sun.1The other (Experiment
MA-0591 involved sending a light beam km Apollo toSoyuz and reflecting
it back to Apollo.
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1

F .questions for ,-

. (Time Zones, Emergencies) . '

.. 0 ,

,

The initial handshake between Stafford and LeOnoyveas significant-
event for television .coverage.. How dpesprims,teleVisfon time in Mokow.
compare with prime New Yotk?

2. Why cairt a satellite be launched at 45'ihove the horilontal to put inn
orbit around the Earth without boosting it first Vertically lnd-thenin a
horizontal direction? :

Why, was tliere neva' ari o plassageway between they two docked
spacecraft? 4iit -

4.. The hatches, must be perfeetly'tight when two spacecraft are andocked.
If there is even: a small leak, the cabin atmosphere will leak to'bhe
vacuum and the crew would .be in serious danger.-Whacprecautions. (could
you; take while undocking ApollO frOm:Soy,uz to ensure that the hatches are
tightly closed? ;

2

F.

ye



3 Spacecraft Launch,
Control,. and Rendezvous

Reaction Motors and Thrust2
$

The configurations included several rocketsnot ors, thrusters, and jets,
each destined to produce a foree.on the spacecraftor a twist ttorque) ontit
'about some otis. Newton' sThird Lhw of Motion3' is the basis for all these

.

reaction-motors, E.;',,shown in Figure 3.1:This law states that for every action,
_Y there its an equal and opposite reaction. The big Saturn IB and Saturn IVB

boosters and the Soyuz'booster are liquid-propellant motors and provide a
thntst 'of more than 6.67 .?< 106 newtons (750 tons). These boosters burn
kerosene and LOX or liquid hydrogen and LOX in the combustion,charnber at
high pressure. The exhaust gases are forced out through the nozzle at ejection
velocity:ye . The ration to this (rearward) "action force" Fe is the equal and
opposite forward thrust Ft.

An impreSsed force," NeWton wrote, "is is an actionexerted,upon a body to
change its state of` motion. His Second Law states that the force on a mass of
ejected gas ine.gives that gas,an acceleration ae; that is:Fe= nieae. In simple-
words., the more gas ejected per second and the larger the ejection (jet)
velocity ve, the bigger-is the ejection force Fe and the bigger the fofward
thrust Ft, (The acceleration of the gas is from zero velocity to ye in a very short
time and is higher for:higher temperature and higher pressure in the combus-
tion chamber. j'At first, the boOster thrust Ft (Fig. 3.1) must lift the fultweight
of the launch configuration.:This weight, is the downward force of gravity Fg
onthe mass of the booster mb plus the huge mass of propellant M and the mass

`gwie-rokter,g

igU:Y45-

a

t.

Thtust .

10-711.-.Ft
'Center of .mass

(Propellant mass M)

Reaction motor: schematla diagram of a large spacecraft booster

2Projett Physics. Sec. 19; PSSC.Sec: 22-7.
.'Project Physics,'Ses. 3.9 to 3.1 I; pssr,Secs: 14,5,

Figure 3.1
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oldie payload Mp. The upward a celeratictri ofthe whole latuich configuration
is again given by. Newton's:Second Law: a = (Ft.'--: Fg)/(mb + M,+ mp). s

0
This:acceleratibn is small at first but 'Won gets larger because M is redUced

by the amount of propellant (kerosene, liqui4 hydrdgen, and, LOX) burned 4141.

and ejected. Thisre ireduses the weight F and the mass (mb; + M + mp), so
de-A,thata incases to n.large v_alue (27,9 sec!almost 3 g's) just as all.the

propellant is used Equations are givenIi Table 3.1 Showing how you can
....7. calculate the final (maxirnin) velocity vm frorn thequantities illustrated in

Figure3.1: (The: iffects:of air resistance, whichlist foronly a few minutes
early in the flight, are not included in the equations.) ''' p

4--..

Multistage LaUndh
For Soyliz,.vm is latge enough to put the paYldad (spacecraft) into Orbit. How-
.ever, the heavitiAlioll-O required a seednd-stage bOoster, as shows in Figure.
3.2. That is the component called payload in'Figure 3.1 consists of another
booster ("Saturn IV13" ,in Fig: 2.2,:" second: stage" in Fig. 3.2) of mass
nib2+ M2 and a payload of mass fri/4. The second stage ignites at velocity vm
and after jettisoning the empty first-stage Saturn IB booster,accelerates to
vm2. This "staging" saves weight and propellant because of the jettisoned
mass'of the empty first-stage booster. When it is dropped; there is less mass to
be accelerated by the second-stage booster: (Space Shuttle, NASA's next
manned spacecraft, has two large fait-Stage boosters which are jettisoned
like this but are provided with parachutes so that they can besecoVered and
used again. In fact, the Shuttle paxloadThas-wings and can be brought back to
Earth and landed like an airplane.) . 4 1

For missions to the Moon or,to other planets, the system can be extended to
third and fourth stages. The equations in Table 3.1 show that four stages will
give,fout times the maximum, velocity of one stage if each: stage is designed
with the same "mass ratio" R. This is the ratio of a fully filled stage to an
empty stage or R -41 (mb + + inp)l(mb
- For an efficient launch, engineers make R as large as possible by using
very lightweight. materials and thin-willed tanks in the booster (law mb). The
equations show that ifR is larger than 272 (SO thallnk is greater than 1:00),
vm is fter than the gas ejection (jet) velocitY ve. The engineers make ve large
by using high combustion-chamber pressure; they,get the high temperature
(for the pressure) by using high-energy propellants. Ear4y rockets used solid
propellants like gunpOwdet With,a "'specific impulse", of 70 seconds, but
liquid propellants give much more kerosene-LOX has a specific impulse of
265 seconds; hydrogen-LOX, 364 seconds; and hydrogen-fluorine, -373
Seconds. (The specific:impulse is 'a measure of the power of a propellant;



,
a

Schematic diagram 4of a multistage launch. Figure 3.2



Table 3:1 - Formulas for Booster Launch Calculatione

it tOiMs.'otnibmentuin,
c tinge 111knomentum (impulse)

ejeCted per second

't!,,,Itir,forwarc1thrust

St",14,5.11, 8.6 to 8,8, 9.4; PSSC. Secs, 13-8, 13-10, 14-1, 1 0, 1626::





expressed in seconds, it is equal to the thrust (in. divided by the
amount of propellant burned (in pounds per Second), in old-fashioned units of
pound-force and pound-mass.)'

Z.)

The 'first-stage launch booster propels the spacecraft almost vertically up-
. ward. A horizontal thrust is needed to put it in orbit. The booster rocket starts
the turn from vertical to horizontal by deflecting its exhaust gases sidewards,
This is done by vanestbehind the nozzle shown in Figure 3.1, or by turning one
whole reaction. motor on gimbals. (In fact, vanes or a gimbaled motor are
usually provided to keep the thrust force aimed through the center of mass.) In
the ApollO launch (fig. 3.2), the Satitin IB booster starts the turn just before it
is jettisoned, and the second-stage,Saturn IVB.Continnes the turn to horizOn-
tal. Although there is nOsudden turn to horizontal; the Saturn I VB "inserts" s

the spacecraft into the desired elliptical Earth orbit.
With all jets.anclthe booster off, the orbiting is now in free fall, as

shown on the left side of Figure 3.3, where the spacecraft is at perigee (point
.nearest the Earth). The arrow vp represents the horizontal velocity at that
place. If therewere no force on the spacecraft, it would Move 'in a straight line
along the vector vp. After a While, say 5 Minutes, it would get to the end of the
arrow. However, there is a force on the spacecraft toward ME. So, in that
5 minutes, the spacecraft would fall thse distance Artoward the center of the
Earth, The acceleration toward E.arth is somewhat smaller than g (the Acel-
eration of gravity .at the Earth's surface) because the. spacecraft is at the
distance:Hp above the earth's surface ()try from the Earth's center. The radius.
of the Earth is RE (6378 kilometers or 3963 miles), so rP =11 ± RE.

ofNewton's Law of Gray itatiOn4 states that there is a force ot attraction Fg .

between two masses m and M 'separated by distance r, and.Fg = G10,111.2,

where G is a universal constant. In Figure 3.3, the orbit has beendrawn much.
. =larger than any followed by Apollo and Soyuz. If it were drawn to scale; the

orbits at H =: 170 to 220 kilometers would be only .,I millimeter or §0. from the
circle representing the Earth. This shows that F 2 is.oaly a little.less than the
,force of gravity at launch.on t ie Earth's surfaCelisiog the mass Of the Space-
craft ms and the mass. of the Earth ME, find Fg = GrnMEIrp2; and the
acceleration of ms toward ME. (Center of Earth) is op = Fehns
But ms is movin rapidly'horizontally at velocityvp, and the acceleration ar
merely "bends" its path into the orbit shown 'in FigUre 3.3. Following its
motion step by step; with Newton's:SeCond LaW, we find thai the orbit is an

'Project Physics. Secs. 8.6 to 8.8; PSSC. Sics. 13-8 and 13-10.
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Actual heights, km
HP Ha

Soyuz initial ."186 221
Apollo initial. 148 168
Apollo-Soyuz

docked (circular) 222 222

The orbit of a satellite around the Earth. The sizeof.the orbit Is exaggerated.
for clarity.

ellipse, from perigee at height Hp, to apogee at height Ha at the opposite side
(ta-the right in Fig. 3.3),.then back to perigee. The satellite is falling toward
ME all the time, but its horizontal velocity pieveniS it: from ever reaching
Earth's surface. The space engineer refers to such an orbit by the values of Hp
and Ha. For instance, Soyuz' initial orbit was 186 by 222 kilometers, meaning
HP

= 186 kilOineters,and Ha = 222 kilometers.
Free fall means that no suppott is. providedor neededLfor the space-

craft or any of its contents. This is the condition of zero -g or zero gravitY,.
Which restilts in the weightless state. Food floats off the table tinlegs anchOred,
drinks4loat out of an open container, astronauts and cosmonauts float around
their cabins, there is no convection of cabin air and liquids do not stay at the
bottom of a partly filled closed container. These phenomena must be antici-
pated and planned. for in space flighi.

Astronomers describe an orbit by six "elements:" These six' numbers

Figure 3.3

5Project Ph. . Sec, 7.3; PSSC. Sees. -13-5 and 13-6.



define the size, shape, and orientation of theorbit and the time when the sate!-
lite passed perigee (Or perilune for the Moon., perihelion for the Sun, perijove
fOr Jupiter; etc.). The size is given by half the major axisfrom perigee to
apogee: (A in Fig. 3.3). The "shape is described by the eccentricity,
e = (ra rp)12A . The orientation is given partly by the inclination i of the
orbital 'plane to the Earth' s..Equator (or to the plane of:the Earrh's,Orbit for
other orbits around the Sun). Two other angles are needed to define'the direc-
tion of A in spaCe.'Thsorbits of low Earth satellites are usually described by

p .447H -,4 9 the period n4ime.for one revolutiOn), and the direction to perigee.i

Actually, the period can be calculated frOm T2 =.87r2A4/GMi. (Kepler's Third.
Law). For a circular orbit (eccentricity = o, rp = ra = A), this law can easily
be derived from Figure 3.3. and Newton's Laws.

D Orbit COrrections.
r. For several reasons, a circular orbit was...planned for Apollo-Soyuz..

The 186- by 222:kilometer Soyuz orbit was therefore circularized by
two apogee kicks," which increased ya by approximately 15 m/sec; leaying
H H = 222 kilometers:Each apogee kick was a timed burn (5.7 and 21.0a
seconds) on the main thruster as the spacecraft reached apogee with correct
Orientation (longitudinal axis pointed along va by control

In order to aim their thrusters (and also to aim the spaceraft.forcertain.
experiments), both Apollo and SoYuz. had to be rolled about the X-ax. or
turned around the Y7axis or Z-axis. This was done by four sets of "RCS quad"
jets'on Arno, as shoWn in FigUre 3.4. The reaction control system (RCS) jets
are centered around the Apollo. center Of -Mass: Firing two of them,. as in .

Figure 3:4, starts a turn or roll. When .ApollOireached.the de4ired orientation, .

jets were fired in the opposite direction to stop the turn or roll. In this way, the
'Apollo main thruster was alined correctly (to give Ft along Va in. Fig. 3.3) for.
apogee kicks.

The Apollo orbit was circularized from. 149 by 168 kiloMeters to 167
kilometers and was in the Same plane (i = 51.8°) as Sopz on July 15 at

..23:31 GMT. Approximatoly 2 hours earlier; the Apollo crew had separated
their spac:eeraft (CM and SM) from the large Saturn Iva booster, turned
around by using the small RCS quad jets (Fig. 3.4), and latched onto. the DM.
in the Saturn IVB. Slowly they backed away, pulling the DM out of the
Saturn 14/B. Then they made a burn (0.9 m/sec).to get far away from the
abandoned Saturn IVB and thus avoid a possible collision.'

The trickiest maneuvering was for, rendezvous; When Apollo came up from
a lower orbit to join Soyuz in a 222 - kilometer orbit just a few kiloMeters
away:Before this maneuver, they phasing" had to be right: Apollo had to be



Control jets.ueed to turn the APoliO.CoMmend and Sep lice Module. Four RCS
quads. of .the Reaction Control Sistem are locatedaround the center mass
of the Command and .Service Module. The two jets that ore firing, as shown
schematically here, provide Clockwise torque around the Y 'axis. .

-
at the right place in its r, so that when it was boosted to iiigher orbit,; it
would be near Soyuz nOt only in the same orbitbut also at the same place
in the Orbit. Fijures 3.5, 3.6, an 3.7 show the rendezvous maneuver. In
Figure 3.5, the circular drbits arou the Earth are shown, with Apollo moving.
.faster in its lower:;orbit; then risin (with aburn) a little higher than Soyuz,
and finally dropping baCk to the Sd,uz height for the rendezvous. In more
detail, Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the height above Earth at various times after
the Soyuz launch. -For.the first 14 hours, Soyuz oscillated between apOgee
(222 kilometers) and perigee (186 kilometers, increased to J91 kilometers
5 hourS32 minutes after launch). Each oscillation is ore full orbit around
the Earth.

Starting 7 hours 30 minutes after the Soyuz launch, Apollo.reached a I 48-
by 168-kilometer orbit, circularized at 11:11 GET, then burned again at 13:0
GET to reach a 168- by 196-kilometer elliptical, orbit. Figure 3.7 shows
last 4 hours (48:00 to 52:00 GET) in greater detail, with Soyuz circularize at

222 kilometers and Apollo briefly ciisillarized at 205 kilometers. Apollo made.
a burn at 50:56 GET to spiral outward for rendezvous. This burn Was timed
when Apollo was somewhat ahead of Soyuz so that the upward climb slowed
Apollo to approach Soyui from the forward direction. The Apeed in orbit is



Apollo and Soyuz orbits during the last hour before rendezvouii..

given by a formula that can be dekiked (Table 3.1) from Figure 3.3 and
Newton's Law of Gravitation, v = -\(5-4ETr. Orbital speed is slower for
larger r,so when Apollo was boosted higher than Soyuz, it came back at Soyuz
frovrthe front side, as shown in Figur0:q. Soyuz, just waited in circular ottit.
The crews lined up the. two spacecraft Accurately, and the Apollo crew gently
guided the DM against the front end orSoyuz (only 18 millimeters off center)
on. July 17 at 16:09 GMT.

Except for the final steps in docking, thes.e orbital maneuvers were planned
by large electronic coMputers at NASA JSC and at the Soviet Baykonur"--
Cosmodrome. The computations are based on Newton's Laws, as in Table
3.1 and in Figure 3.3, together, with small corrections for atmospheric drag (a
deceleration of approXIMately 0430017m/see at the nI-kilometer altitude). A
spaceeraftls position in space isccomputed moment by moment and checked in.



several ways: onboard accelerometers check changes in velocity, Earth-based
radars track the spacecraft, and Earth-based cameras photogiaph it against the
background of stars."rhe spacecraft "attitude" (directions of X-, Y-, and
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So uz circular orbit, 222 km

(Soyuz behind
Apollo)

Apollo circular orbit, 205 km1.,20
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Figure 3.7 Apollo and Soyuz heights above the Earth for the 4 hours before rendezvous.
.

Z-axes in spacesee Fig, 3.4) is checked and controlled frOni time to time,
This is necessary for doeking, for providing thrust in the correctdirection, for
"aiming" solarrpanels at the Sun (Soitiz used solar power,.as shown in Figs.
2.3 and 2.4), and for pointing directional radio antennas correctly.

(1-4

Attitude Control
A reference frame for attitude control is provided by small gyroscQpes in the. ,.
spacecraft. Three of these spinning wheels, one with its akle along the Xtaxis:''
one alohg the .Y-aXis, and one along the Z-axis, are supported by gimbals
(bearings). The spinning wheels tend to keep their axles in.fixed directions.
There is an inevitable slow "drift' due to frictioh in the gimbals. If they were
perfect, Without drift, these gyros would measure even the slightest change in
direction of the spacecraft axes. The directions are checked from time to time
by astronaut sightings on the Sudiand stars. The astronauts updated the
onbOard compeer when sightings were' made, so that the attitude of Apollo
was known fairly -Angel)/ ,at any instant:. (On larger spacecraft such as



Skylab, very 'large stabilizing gyros 'were' used to maintain attitude. For
instance, if the spacecraft started. to roll because an astronaut was moving
something, the Y-axis gyro would automaticallybe torqued to opposg the
roll.)

Communitations
The computer in the Mission Control Center at JSC in Houston kept track of
these gyro readings and of the RCS quad jet torques (Fig. 3.4). Keeping track

^ of attitude; orbital maneuvers, data from experiments, and all the other
: operatiOns on ApolloSoyuz required a worldwide communications network,

as shown schematically in Figure 3.8 and discussed idSection 4D. Seventeen
taiiimS and two ships of the NASA Spaceflight Tracking and Data

Network (STDN):Which is,'ope:ratecl all around the world at a cost of $'100
million/yrwere used forthe 10 days of Apollo-Soyuz mission. At last
One of the STDN stations' -could "see' Apollo-Soyuz approximately 17
percent of the time that is te line, of sight to the spacecraft was at least 5(

'above the horizon at the grOtind station so that radio communication iwas
possible. The ATS-*.econimuniCations satellite, which was in a 24.-hour
geosynchronous orbit 35 900, kilometers 'above Lake Victoria in East Africa
(42 280kilometers from the, Earth's center), could relay Apollo -Soyuz signals
through the ATS ground station at Madrid, 'Spain, about half the time. When
the crews -were out of they' tape-recorded reports and scientific
measurements, then played the tape back the next time radii), contact was

There were nine SoVi adio receivess, seven in the 1J.S.S.12: and eastern
Europe and two on ships at sea. Figure.3.8 sholks the radio frequencies in
megahertz used on each radio circuit and the landlines, used between: the
Mission Control Centers in. Houston (MCC-I-I) and:Moscow. (MCC-M):'Of
course, the voice circuit and radar ranging between. Apollo and Soyui 'Were
essential during docking maneuvers. Soviet . ground stations also relayed

4t-, Apollo voice messages to+lousion andSTDN relayed Soyuz voice messages
to Moscow. All these communication links were heavily loaded at times, as
noted in Section 4D, but they worked well.



U.S./U.S.S.R. voice

U.S. voice
U.S. TV.
U.S. data
U.S.S.R.. voice
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U.S.S.R. voice
U.S. voice

voice
S.R, voice
./U.S.S.R. TV
./U..S.S.R: ielephong'
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Questions fora Discussion
j.

(Newt Laws, Nuc leg Power, Escape Velocity)

What physical laws predict that a satellite will have;:loWer7ortiital
ocity*At apogee than at perigee (the point cfoiest to the'EArth)?

.

6. Explain how an orbit issircularized,w1m.the spadecraft velocity is. . . .

i'i.increased at; apogee (the point farthest' erdOlia, Earth).

7. How. would you circularizcian arbfrWheti,the spatecraft is at perigee'
How:would the size of the reSulling circular orbit compare with:that resulting

' from an apogee kick?

8. How would you use nuclear power for rocket propalsion? What precau-
tions would have to be taken?

9. The escape velocity from Earth is 11.2 km/sec. How much more)
needed to escape from the solar system? i,4:

.10. If all the fuel for the small RCS qnad-ontrol jets had been used, would
it have been possible for the astronauts .inside, Apollo to twist (roll) the
spadecraft to a new, attitude by pullinOttetoselves around inside?'

IL If a satellite's orbital eccentritity must be inclit4Mitd,...;Aiheii would you
fire its thruster? " r

12For which Apollo-Soyuz experiments. in Table. 4.1 .w4S a circul
helpful? A low orbit? A high orbit?

,:43;..Suppose that the boost had beeil imperfect and;Apollo were in irCular
o bit 10,k4ometers directly above Soynz, HoW wonkiy0 get it dovn lose to

,r6iiiztkvpik%:Fiiind docking?

.

4 Newton's Law states that aRobject Nesn'..techange it motion
tifesc it ..Gicocti6e.s [thee. In orbiting sPacecraff,'W*ijiep, d es, food
'cjat,O.fr.0:.:platec.ind'Iiquid float out of a cup?

...15'.'.W:hatWteSsiges-ojilhe voice circuit between Apollo: and SOyoz before,
during:,'and:after'dodking would you consider important? I.

6 H4w dbc,,S atmosspheric dfag affect the orbital speed of ah.E4rth satel-
lite'? :



Experiments Performed
In 1972, NASA invited scientists: froth all oyer. .the. yqi.ddto propose exPeri-
ments for the Apillo-Soyuz kiSsiOn:Jii.aif,:l 61;044*U:were submitted to

A Headquartsrs in WashmagtL; D.C.. EackprOpO4sedfexperiment was
assigned a number: MA-0013/4ioNA-361.':Of thif:14:4ropoSals, 135 came
ftbm scientists in ,.the, Vpited.'States; eight from WeseGeernat7tyi.seven from'
France; fourfrOM hi tr,,threefrOm the 1.P.S..'S.It..;,and:One'eaOh; ffoity Ireland,from .... . ,

Seotlam1, Sweden ;.' d SW itierlank Each:PtO.E;(?gal-:s.k9164d..0. scientific
.'. objeCtive,..deseribed, the equiPMent neceSSatY;:.estimatekthe',weight':antr.. .: .:

:".:. volunie `of the equipinent and estimated. the' acribinit7of astiOnatit?of:cos , ..:,...
, mOnaut tarequireil inflight:Fintilly,:the-0St of building the equi)5therit:,,atd;;.;

atialyzi n rflie.. experiment results is estimated For. y irpotigati**,,: ..-
:.NASA supplied the necessary foreign Were.sponstred*

.4,thejrrespective governMents'.. ,. . : 7:. , 'c . : .. :. V ....." 4.
*:.71'tle'14.S. National AeadetnyfOr Sciences reviewed most of thepropesa4,

.
- and rated them' according to,Seientlfie, value. Then, on the basig:.Ordei'Oit..,

cost, operating time.: and coMplexity 'of spacecraft maneuvers require d,. the
. NASA Manned Space ligntEperiiiients Board (MSFEB) selected.:th..28

experiments listed in Table-41'1-.!The:MSFEB,added some engineering' tests
,

and retained many of the biomedical tests Of the astronauts that had been
Standard on all NASA. manned fl,i.ihts:. For explanation .of the terms. used in

.

: Table .4.4, see the referenced paitiphlet.
The experjmenisand three o t ,engineering tests are described in the other

:M ht' pamphletS in this series. laregiouped according to subject matter in
phOics, g ology, bio)egy. andtigineering courseS.::F,ive of the.experiments
(MA-148, A7-059, MA-147, IsTA1 50; and .A11,002.)itquired joint activities
by.':istro ants and cosmonaut .(4 'lie other .S V 4 e "NASA unilateral".: .:

expArimenp....coStit.6ted by onitOts',only.,..0.f. ese, two German experi- :
!bents, (MA -107 :ati1 MA-01 w e , fundOd by the Federal Republic. Of

. ,

any. 1pach experiment vvai sU ised; by a PtinciPal hivestigator (PI).
164:1 lists the skientific orgia, ation which, in most cases, provided
iiitOrY "Space and exPert.assiMa e to the PI' Ss



TeSts

.

Urvey.the:skY.. for SOft.k..r4 .2,

. :'sources anti baCkgroUnds

MA-148

Measure.the radioactive. .1:1ASA RObeit
isotopes created by cosmic Space Flight:Centei

:rays ml crystals used for
gamma -ray, detectoret

..

PhotogrIph the-sola corona

..9 :

Sivi it. Academy Of :
from Soylq-.WbleAP61)0% :

.
'gpiet Moscow, ti.n d .

bia4j-91t:**% SigM :4,

SurrY, AP: gkY;SQ.
extreme -'"ultra' iiblet:?gOtieces

. Ana backgrodiO

interitellar helium
entering tbe solar system
and merisureltS density and
motion

Measure-large-setile (300.-km) Smithsonian AstrOPbYSica
niteinniies on the .. obierVatorY and:1144rd

Earfifi-.*fiee bysaetecting University
minute etninges .the 300-km

..';Separation between AP011O

Measttr#:Ilartksealegrav$y
anOnifilieg?-VdeteCting Small
accOerat.iiin#F13fApollo in the

'22kiiii:0110.0ing Doppler
trap int'f.tOrrtirhe-EATS-15
10OgyriChriniOusr satellite

photograph, and :
rneagure:'peculiat.surface
features (rifts, deserts,
king waves in the 'sea)





Table 4.1 Continued

skin-swab samples NASA
otti astronauts and cosmo:. of io

nautsbefore dining, and after.
flight, and saltyalind blood
tiamples before and after.
flight .for:poitflight.analy

-0

... :Collect astronaut blOodsamples:. SaYlor.Ca1141bf Med
before and after fligln.fot - : klinistim.:1'
analysis of lynfOliodytereapodse : : ... T.'

r Co
..

stastttinaut blood Baylor CO
sfiles {before and after.. . fHouston, Texas Secr6

t'..for4analyiis!of4lpkor,
,...... -,..

nse ..-. Cyte (Wbite,blootiell)responst.'.

Viii Obierve and, photograph , laylO'CO ge,oDMedicme ;PtlileiMr:
hing.and ... ".baby fiihind fi teheiti .:illoti0#,.1"eitiS . S
tation. .. from eggs in zero -g
.,,, ,

-, . ...
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There were also six "Soviet linilateril" experiments conducted by: the
cosmonauts:

I . Solar Corona and. Zodiacal Light. PhotOgraphs taken just before sunrise
and just after sunset added to the results of MA-148, Artificial Solar Eclipse.

2. Earth's Upper Atmosphere. Photographs o die Sun and stars near the
horizon sholif the refraction of light in the atmo ere, from 'which air density
it 'high altitude (H) can be derived.

32Earthts Horizon. Photographs of the Sun near the hOrizon are used to
estimate aeroSol density at various altitudesH. This experiment was similar to
MA-007, Stratospheric Aerosol MeasureMents.

4. Bacteria Growth. This' experiment was an independent study related to
MA-147, Zpne-Forming Fungi:

5. Fish Embryonic Development This experimeRt was simt ar to MA-161,
Killifish Hatching and Orientation. -

6. Genetic Experiment. Various living cells were carried on Soyuz, Post-
flight examination by microscope sought to detect the effect of weightlessness
On cell division.

The locations of expelimental equipment on Apollo and Soyuz are shown
in Figure 4.1, together with the vehicle axes, Xv, 1'v, and Zv. Note that Soyui
photography of the Artificial Solar Eclipse (MA-148) :was aimed through a
window in the forward Soyuz hatch alohg the.plus-Xv axis when. Apollo had
the DM aimed at Soyuz. Also the ultraViolet-light source (MA-059) was
beamed out of the DM along the Apollo plus-Xv axis and reflected frOm.fetro
reflectors on the back of Soyuz (minus -Nv axis) and sidewise along Its
minus-Zv axis.
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Locations of the experiments on the,Apollo and Soyuz spacecraft Figure 4.1



Major Experimental Results
Following are some of the important results of the Apollo -Soyuz experiments:

.

MA-048, the Soft X-RayObservation Experiment, detected pulses Om an
x -rays source in the SMall Magellanic Cloud (SMC X-1), which shoWed it to
be a pulsar 'a rotating Neutron Starin orbit around a hot giant starAee
Pamphlet II.

MA-083, the Extreme Ultraviolet Survey, detected four very 'hot stars,
ineluding the white dwarf HZ 43 (c6troborated bY MA.:048) Witli:a tempera;
ture of 110 000 to 150 000 K. See Pamphlet III.

MA-1.36, the Earth Observations and Photagrap.hy Experiment, showed
that the Red Sea Rift extends along three fault lines north of Beirut, Lebanon;
and implies a counterclockwise rotation of the Arabian plate in its continental
drift.- This experiment also detected waves of salinity in the ocean off the

weSterit coast of Spain.' See Pamphlet V:

MA-007, the Stratospheric Aerosol. Measurement Experiment showe
routine monitOring Of atmospheric aerosols is possible front long-term .

lites, andIound the 'aerosol density jn the Northern Hemisphere to be 1.5

times that;in the Southerrt-Hemisphe. See. Pamphlet V.

MA-0590thi Ultraviolet Absogption Experiment, detected 1.2 billion oxy-

gen atoniskm3 and 8.6 nitrogen atornsicrn3 at the 222-kilometer

gltitude. See Painphlet V.

M4-011, the Electrophoresis TechnolOgy- Experiment,* showed that the

static' column worked;WetLin zero-g and may be an effective way to enhance

the production of urokinase, an enzyme useful in treating victims of strokes.

See Pamphlet VII. .

MA.-060, interf. ace Markings Germanium Crystals, showed that crystaf-
Iization in space prOceeds at an increasing speed as liquids cool to form solids.

See Pamphlet VIII.

MA:-085, Crystal Growth From the Vapor Phase, shoWed that large and
perfect crystals can be grown much faster in zerb-g than an Earth. See
Pamphlet VHI.

"Project Physics, Sec. 18.6; PSSC, Sec: 23-9.



Organization. of Flight Experiments
;Study of tholdata'obtained from some of the Apollot:Soyuz expenments will
continue at least until 1971-5 years after the scientists made their,Proposals
in-1972. This is surpris lg. lmportant measurements are worth i3 years of
preparation 2 years:of study: Figure 4.2 shOws why it took this long to
prepare for the flight; The modification. of the APollO CM and SM and the
construction of the DM took approximately 2 years. DUring this time the
proposals and. preparations for the experiments were reviewed, selected,
approVed, designed, reviewed built, and tested,,as shovvn. in. Figure 4.3 This
careful:preflight work makes sense. On a $220-million mission, yOU;N:lon't
wait to:put-an experiment .in orbit only to find that it dOesn't woi. The

,inaridtials'and groups responsible for the experiments-on the Apollo- yuz
missiO&:ie;,!shown on the organization diagram in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.3 F low diagram of experiments from proposal to final published report.
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Organizational diagram of NASA spice science experiments. The Principal Figure 4.4
Investigators (bottom boxes) proposed the experiments and are responsible
for reportihg the results. o.
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Schedule and Telemetry
As on the previous Apollo missions, two other organizailonal,schethes were
impertanL These were the astronauts",`time line" and the:communications
schedule. Both Were "lime limited." There was so much for the astronauts to
do that alt7toSt every minute of their working day was schedided: Spacecraft
maneuvers or "housekeeping," skin swabs., light :flashes,. Earth' observa-
liOns, all sorts of photography, starting the multipurpose furnace, crawling'
into the DM to shake Hands, eating a Russian meal; turning off the furnacC,.
and counting the hatched, killifish were only a feW of their activities. Figure
4.5is a sample of 10 hours of the flight plan, where all these activities are
fittecitogether. When there was aehange in the flight plan because something
went wrong (such as the breakdown in the MA-048 Soft X-Ray Observation
Experiment) or because something was added, the astronauts.gOt an evening
message from MCC-Wiuston, giVing detailed changes in 'the next day's
activities. Mostly, the time line foll6wed the flight plan, which the astronauts
had rehearsed many times before launch.,

Sdmetimes the comMunication links (Fig. 3.8) were heavily loaded. When
Apollo was out of contact with the STDN radio receivers' and the ATS-6
radio-relay satellite, spacecraft and experiment data were recorded on, tape
and played back when STDN receivers next came in View,

An elaborate communications'plan was prepared before the Apol1U-Soyuz
mission. Almost every needed message was foreseen, and voice - radio, tele
phone,' teletype, and facsimile circuits were set up to handle them. Between
Moscow and Houston, there were 13 voice circuits as well as two teletype',
circuits and television. If the Apollo astronauts or Soyuz cosmonauts could be
heard only in Moscow, their messages were instantly transmitted to Houston,
and vice versa. Experiment data telemetered in digital form; went from*,
ground receivers through the NASA ll'Obert H. Goddard Space Flight Center
(GSFC), neat' Washington, D.C..; to Houston ,through circuits tapabIR of
carrying 100.000 bitsisec. The cointhunicationSiplan was so well thought out
that none of these circuits were oVerloaded-4hat is no.message had to wait
for a free circuit.

It is remarkable that the Apollo-Soyuz mission was completed with so few
problems. Near the very end.' as Astronatits. Stafford', Brand, and SlaYton
went throngh.3-g deceleration in reentering the Earth's 4mosphere, danger:.
ous gases weresueked into the Apollo cabin. Nitrogen tetroxidei used in the
attitude-control jets, came into the spacecraft through a yalveitsed to make the

:cabin atmosphere eqUal to that outside the spacecraft. The crew failed to set an
automatic system t6 prevent the gas from entering the cabin, and as a result
their lungs were burned before they reached the open air. Extensive inedica4
testing after splashdown and a period of rest shoWed that their injuries were
not serious.
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Questions.for.Discussion
(Engineering, Eirreriptiey)

17. How can you explain thOcVeaterderfsitkof atmospheric air() sIs in the
Northqh Hemisphere of the Eiiitialiamin,ihe Siniihern Hentsp ere

.18. What manufaeturiug industries glit benefit by operat OA a Space
-slation at zero-g?

19. How can NASA reduce the preparation time for spa exi5eritnentS.?

A. If the astronauts and cosmonauts had not learned eadlt-Qthers''
guage, how would you have rerouted communications befween 4)1 o and .:.

Soyuz?



t Questions)
. . ' .

I. (Sec. 2F) MoscoW at 38° E lofigitude, Ne York at 74° W longitude
The ittie.differen9e,:at15; longitude/lir, is7:5 hours; Moseow time is later 7 .

than NeW'YoileS.'"(The standard time zones.are 7 houiss.aPari..)ASsuming that
Most Rag fis.4aitt. to watch television at. 7 p.m., prime time in MoscoW
would be at.;ritir.eakern standardtime NeW York (1 EDT). The
handshake actually took place at 9:20 p;.m. Moscow standard 10:20:,.
p.m. MOScow daylight time or 3:20 p.m, EDT.

2. (Sec. 2F) A 45.: launch unlesS it exceeded the escape- velocity of 11.2 :

-km/Sec, would .giVe Earth's:cente that Weida.
come closer.than RE to the center (Fig. '3.3). Thus,:the spacecraft would crash

. into the Earth7..s surface. 1 ' . ,

... -3..(Sec: 2F) It Was necessary to keep". the .Soyui oxygen:nitro a cabin

. _ _.; atmosphere at tw'6-thirds. norinal.Earth7surfacAttessure:,andsAcli keep the ...
Apollo pure - oxygen cahin:annOSsphereXtOne7third'abilostihiribVit'S4tre:The

.. '; DM atmosphere alternated; batweeri:::the two If thereq1ad*eifatt'900..
400Vay:;,.ripiiher, SOYup ipe.APollo could have maintained 010 'p60e,f,.,
pressure did oxygen, goriteiitfdr,ai;trenauts and - cosmonauts td.breathe nattir- ,

:!aliy.. Actually, higilo. eiresOire 'woidd .have opened leaks in.the CM,- and
higher tiiygen. 'content ,v.:QuidAlav'e been:a serious fire haiArd in Soyuz.
.. .. ; . '. .; . .,.;:;';.:;:.:;.-j , .: . ; . ...q1","',:;',.

... .,4. (Sec'. 214) After'ihe hatches'are closed; a vaiverefeasing air from
. the DM. tunnel, then.,cipse it. If the.vacuutOrlhe space 'between Soy.ui and.
:'r the DM remaihs harit;:.nO airis leaking through ht hatch or valves in Soy.ui or

Apolle..-, .', .,
., .. ...,

5:, (See. 3(-4.1.,.;...o physical laws are,inVolVed: the tonservatiOn'Olenergy ,.

and thecentiet4itionl'eiiigulor!itiptpcifiiini,"afilent.4nergy is.lost to atiiioSpheric.:
:drag, ,the, surn. of a Siite.11.ite'4:kiri.6fi6:Iiiiii,04iitial energy. is, a constant,,, At
perigee; where the satellite; is 16 tile, Earth; it has loCv potential energy

and high kin tic::: igi;:(ihnisvp?) nr:Iiii;h':drbital velocity'v '. At.. ai)ijiet,

(farthe fro arth), it has high' potential energy and low.kitietic energy Air,.
:low 6,pgitril velocity v,.

Kepleris Second. Law .of.Planeta 0On is somewhat: simpler it 'staws
that a. line from the''Sun to a planet ( from the Earth's center to a satellite)
sweeps outeqUal areas idequal timesanyWhere in the'othit, This is required
to conserve angular' Momentum in Fir, Where vi is the velocity perpen.,. V ",
dicular to r and is equal tO Vp at.perigei,aucktO vda(4Roge . "NE:perigee,. the

'. ( satellite has stnallestr and largFsoi;at apogee it has largest rand.smalleSt v.:
.

,. .



6.. (Sec. '3G) At apogee; the orbital velocity.. va,arid the kinetic. energy
ij.Ea = 1/2rnsya2.are lower than for acireaar Orbitat that distance ra ffoM the

Earth!s center (Fig: 33)7. An apogee kick'' increases va'.1Vith the correct
burn time;.it can increase vato vc, the circular Velocity. Then the spacecraft
has .higher'kinetie energy and is in .a higher energy orbit.

7. (§ec. 39) At perigee, tlAtirbital velocity vp and the kinetic energy ...
Ep = 1/2msvpg are higher than for a circular orbit at that distance rp from the
Earth's center,,(Fig: 33). Byafiring the thruSterjo: reduce, vi; to the smaller

::circular velocity at rii,
.

the orbit can he circularized] -It is .smaller than the
circular orbit in Question'6, but note that the circ,u1ar ve1Ocitty and kinetic
energy =larger because vc, -= VGMEir. ',

8. (Sec.., 30) Contr011ed Miclear, fission might.be used to heat water,.as in
Earrii-bzIsed 'nuclear power nlants: Nualear-fisSiOn energy would., ,,then' be .
substituted for the fuel's che.,

t
rnicat. enerd.pr beating the exhaust gases, but .

' .water (or other propellant material) mustsiilibe carrHed',4nd nuelear-powered
rockets designed so far have serious weight disadV,antaVes. Precautions are
needed. to shield the crew and the instruments in the payIOad from nuclear.
radiatiaii..and to: void contamination of the Earth's atMOsphere (or that 'of
:Othr planets) :with radioactive ehaust gases. .. ., .. .

9 (Sec, 30) The inasS of the Sun is 2 1036 kilogfains or 3i000 tittles
the Mass of the Earth, nd'our distance ii:O.M:the Sun 'i about '150 millionikilometers, 23,500 times the Earths radius The yeloeit Of escape froth the
solar sy8tem al.the Earth's location is the velocity of es ape from theStin at
that Cation; vc. = Y2GMs /rs -..This velocity isOMQ00 /23500 =,3.74,
times V iti. of escape from the Earth.; or 41.9 kiti/seo;

10'..(Sec. 36): If! tilde were convenient', handholds hke. ladder ru
aroundthe inside circiimfererice of the DMi..an.:aStronaut cOuld turn himself
around thelongitUdinal axis (Fig. 3.4) and make the Apollo spac8raft.'roll.
in the ,opposite-directiOn. (Refer tb ,conservation of rigUlar ompntuin.)
When he stops, the spacecraft stops: The angle thro gh which the pace
.craft turned is a small fraetibn of the oPposite angletu d by the astronaut. It
dependi on the mass and size of the astronaut1(90 kilogra , Xiiieters) and, the. . .

spacecraft (13 450 kilograms; about 4 meters in diaineter).
. . .

11. Sec '30) Make "perigee kicks'Ato increase* (Fig. 3.3).

12. (Sec. 3G) Apollo-Soyuz. was in .a tow (222 kilometer) circular,Orbiti

'Al
ost the experiments in Table 411 were affected by the heightlf.In an-

.el tical orbit, 'Where the height. ould changeby a large amohunt, six experi7'.'
ments would haye been: affected; that rs,' their rndasurelfiefiis Would. have



been less accurate or more difficult to interpret. The fillowing experiments
benefited from a.near-Circular. orbit:

MA-059, Ultraviolet Absorption; becauSe the oxygen ancrinitrogen den*
ties would vary if H varied 7'

. MA-089, Doppler Tacking, and MA -t28, Geodynamics, because they
;6buld detect gravity anomalies of the same size all around the' Earth at
constant H ° . .

MA -136, Earthpbservations and Photography, because themapittipg scale

(size of a I -kjjotherit4eature On photographs) is always the same at constant!!

MA-08$, interstellar Helium Plow, because the spacecraft speed (and tts
Doppler effei7t )- is constant at aitistant II It

The low Orbit benefited MA-089, Doppler rackingi'and IYIA-128,.GeO-..,

dynathic's ',,becauSe they. coulddetect stiratlergr vity anomalies from lotvH.0.:.

The following eXPeriment#Would have nefited froth a higher orbit:

.MA-136, Earth Observations and Photogra y because thespacecreft
speedfould have, been slower, and larger oldie Earth's stuface Nuld

,,.
haVe been seen at onetime . ''

.1.11.

. MA-148, Artificial SblarEclipse;because t ackground 4 scattered
:,. ...

sunlight would haVe been less ;

MA-083, EXtrethe;UltrIviolet. (EUV) Survey, and1MA-088, Interstellar
Helium Glow, because UN/ absorption in the Earth's atmosphere would
have been smaller and EUV background from the geocoronV(cloud of
hydrogen and helium around the Earth) would haVe been smaller '

MA-011 and 10:014, the Electrophoresis experiments: wand all the
electricffurnace, experiments (MAL010, MA-044, MA-10, MA-070,
MA-041. MA-131, MA-060, MA,085; MA-028) because Apollo -Soyuz at

. . ,
H .--- 222 kilometers was not exactly at zero-g. (Atmospheric drag caused a.

deceleration of 0.000 1ini/sec2, or 0.00001 g.) At higher H, atmospheric. drag
is closer to zero, and weightlessnes:s is'nearly perfect.
P

)313 (Sec. 3G) BicaSe orbital velocity v is proportional to #)V7 the higher.
,

Apol wOi'lldlag,;behind Soyut, even if you provide a thrust directly toward
Soyuz. A thrust backward, redking' Apollo'. v, will dro0 Apollo below..
Soyuz to sthallenr and higher v. In this elliptical orbit', Apotlowould catch up

fps, Ilk

to Soyuz after cibe orbit, about 90 minutes later. ' 4

4



`!, 14. (Sec, 3G).The. "floating" is gener ally the remain er of previous
motion. If food were carefully placed at Test on a table-top, it ould remain at
reklothere. HoweVer, the very small force of an air, current 'would. start it

41/6, moving.

( 31,b )

Apollo:. ". Soyuz, are yodaligned, ready for dockint?" (In Russian)
"1+

4.0Soyni: `Give me'another 2 minutes."
v

* Apdflo: "Docking latches engaged and tightened." (In Russillan)

Moduleatmosphere is now okay for youlit"(tn Russian)

Sroyuz: "No air, leak detected between Soyuz and DM."
11. .

Mpollo: "Confirm. Hatch 3 is open." (In Russian)

16; (Sec. 3G),Atmospheric drag reduces the height of a satellite orbit 4nd
hence increases its orbital speed. This continue s. forlany low satellite or

I jettisoned booster until it burns up at H =4,30 to 40 kilometers (vc. = N/GiVie/r).

17. (Sec. 4E). Probably a'volcarto erupted in the Northern Hemisphere.
Industrial wastes (sinoke) and aircraft polfution seldom ger, very far above the

. .

troposphere, Meteor dust is equal itt both hemispheres. Stratospheric aerosols
=settle downward but are known to remain for years after a large '.,volcanic,
.explosiOn"See Pamphlet. V.

l..
113. (Sec,' 4E) Industries that (1) prOduce large, perfect crystals for optical

and_etectronic instruments; (2) cast perfect Oheres of metal and glass;
:(3)manufacture_ very strong fibellinkea composites or accurate fiber-qptics;
44) use rapi+chemical processing and produce, biological materials like
vaccines; (5) produce high4itliformity alloysall would benefit by operating
at zero-g. ,11

19. (Sec. 4E) Use a spacecraft able to carry a larger paylodd, sqlethat
experimetts'neSietot lie designed and constructed in miniature and can be
mounted in a simple manner. (NASA plans to fly a lake reusable spacecraft
called die Space Shuttle in the 1980's. With more frequent flights, eikperi- "

ments mill not need to. be reviewed and tested so many tints for reliability.)
See Figure 4.3.

4



20. (Sec, 4E) From Soyuz to,an intelizrepr in MCC and back to Apol4o;
fipm Apollo to an interpreter in MCC and back to. Soyuz. For brief message'i,
this would introduce a delay.of about I minute. (During the actual mission,
'interpreters at, both MCC-H and MCC-M monitored the voice communia-
tfoni for possible misunderstandings.)



Appenrdix:13
SI Units
Powers of 10
Symbold

International System (SI) Units
Names, symbols, and conversion factors of SI units used in these pamphlets:

QuantitY. Name of unit 'Symbol Conversion factor

Time second s'ec

I km = 0.621 mile
m = 3.28 ft

1 cm = 0.394 in.
1 mm = 0.039 in.
1 'Jim x 10-5 in. =-
1"nm.=- 10 A

I tonne = 1.102 tons
1 kg = 2.20 lb
1 gm = 0.0022 lb =.0.035 oz
1 mg = 2.20 x 10-6 lb = 3.5 X 10-5 oz

1 yr = 3.156 x 107 sec
1 day = 8.64 x R14 s..Qc
1 hr = 3600 sec

Temperature :kelYin 273 K =, 0°.0 = 32° F
373 K = 100° C 212° F

Area

Volume

Frequency

square meter I. m2 = 104 cm2 = 10.8 ft2

cubic meter ='106.c .= 35 ft3.'

'hertz 1 Hi = 1cycle/sec
1 kHz 1000 cycles/sec
1 MHz = 106 cycles/set

Density 4 kilogram per
Ottbic 'meter

kg/m3' 1 kg/m3 = 9001 gm/cm3
1 gm/cm3. = 'density of water

Speed, velocity meter per second m/sec ; 1 m/sec = 3.28 ft/sec
km/sec = 2240 mi/hr

Force newton N = 105 dynes = 0.224,Ibf
0
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rt.

V

Quantity Name of unit
. .

Symbol Conversion factor

Pressure newton` per square ,N/m2 1-N/ 2 = 1.45 X f0-4 lb/in2meter.
energy joule 1,J 0.239 calorie

Photon energy electronvolt 1 eV = 1.60 x 10-18 J; 1 J = 107 erg

Power watt T W =. 1 J/see,

Atomic mass.. atomic mass unit amu 1 ainu = 1.66 x .10-27- kg

Customary Units Used With the SI Units

Quantity Name of unit Symbol Conversion factor

Wavelength of angstrom
light.

1 A = 0.1 nm = '10- 0

Acceleration
of gravity

1 g = 9.8 m/sec2

9
c

49
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Unit Prefixes

Prefix Abbreviation Factor by which unit
multiplied

-teta

giga.

.

v01'3a

;.

,hecto,r;

centi

milli

micro
_

nano

pico

10'2

10°
.

106

103

192,

. 10-2'

10-3

10-.6

10-9

10-12

Powers of 10

. Inireasing pecreasing.

102 = 100 10 -2 = 0.01

103 = 1 000 10-3.,= 1/1000 = 0.001

104 = 10 000, etc. 10-4 = 1 /10:000 = 0.000 1, etc.

Examples:

2 x 106 = 2 00G 000

2 x 103° = 2 followed by 30 zeros

Example:,

5.67 x 10-5 = .000 056 7
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List of Symbols in this Pani

E

F

Ir

half the major. Axis (long ditrieriAoriyOtan.elliptiCal orbit

acceleration, with Subscritik;.f4Clieglar Orbit4subscript e for ejected gas, and subscript m for maximum

kinetic energy

eccentricity of an ellititi.44:66#:'

force, with subscript, if g..pie tion subscript g far gravity: or gravitation, and subscript t for thrust.
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Glossary
,ReferenCes to sections, Appendix A (answers to tiestions), :figures; and

tables are included in the entries. Those in italic type are the Most helpful.

accel ometer instrument used to measure- spacikraft acceleration by
a spring. balance,. (Sec. 3D) .* s.

aerosol very small partieles of dust,-or droplets of liquid,I4pended in the,.;;)
Earth's atmosphere. (Secs. 4A, 4B; App. A, no 17)

apogee the point farthest froth Earth in an elliptical Earth orbit. To enlarge
or circularize the orbit; a spacecraft's thrugter is turned on at apogee to
give the craft an "apogee kick (Secs. 2C,_ 3D; App: A:, nos. 5, 6',
Fig443) ,* ;

itti.,,liti::.:.4pasteraft a three-man spacecraft launched by Sahith boosters,
originally designed for trips to the IvitiOn.,(Sec. 2C; Figs: 2.2 to 2A, 4.1)

atmosphere a term. with three different mean...pigs: (1) The Earth's
atmosphere is 80-percen(Vitrogen and 20:percent oxygen; The:density
and pressure decr ase with altitude and, are barely detectableTat-200
kilometers (see a . (2) Cabin atmosphere ieSoyuz was normally

.ordinary air al sea-level pressure. in Apollo, tif cabin atmosphere was
.; :almost pure oxygen at one:third that ptOsure. (Secs: 2D, 2F; App. A,
:OS; (3) Atmosphere is alsO a qrrusroon unit of gas, pressure equal to

TS4'C:piKiiritutiCations satellite a satellite in geosynchionotis, (24-hour
. ,

period)..brbif, 35 900 kilohitaters above Lake.VictOria in East Africa, used
to rebroadcast radio signals to and fror&the control station in Madrid,
Spain. (Secs. 3F , 4D; Figs. 3i$A 4.5)

attitude the direction toWard which a spacecitift is pointing, usually derfined
by the directions of its X-, Y-, and Z-axes relative to the stars' :'''.
(Secs: 3D; 3E)

booster rocket the large reaction motor used to launch a sTcecraft. (Sec..3;
Figs. 2.2, 3 .1 , 3;21;'!;"

44' ;
circuit ,,communications link between manned spacetraft,' and ground

stations. Some circuits are reserved for voice, televiiion, data telemetry,
or. computer. (Secs. 3F, 4D; Fig. 3.8), . . . 2. , 7.

circularize to Change an elliptiCal orbit into "i':eircalar one, usually by
"apogee kicks." (Secs. 2C; 3D; App. A,, nos. 6, 7; Figs. 3.6, 3.7)

COmmand Module (CM) a component of the:Apollo spaCecraft, attached to
the Service MOdule (SM) until reentry into the Earth's atmosphere, when
the SM is jettisoned. (Sec. 2C; Figs. 2.2;4.1, 4.2)



orantanicationi sending and receiving messages by radio; televiSion,,
teletype, or telephone I ine, centered at the Mission Control Center dining
a' space mission. (Secs. A.. no. 20; Fig. 3:8)

docking sealing two ipacecret'dgether in orbit %4ith JatcheS anda4Ting !,7.

l'ings so that two hatches"tiii be opened between them .without losing.'
cabin atmosphere. The docking target (Fig. 2,5) kiAistd by the creltas to
alignthespacicraft so that latches .fit into hookS2(Secs. 2D, 2Ei.1"1.,
App. A4ts. 15; Figs. z.;;;. X:

Docking rdoihtle (DM). a specia1componeat'added.to ttie.Apollo spacecraft
sOthatit could be docked with Soyuz. (Secs. 2D; 3D, 4C; App. A. nos.

. 3,' 4,115; Figs. 2.2, 2.4,2.5, 4.1; 41.2) .

:drag atntOspheric resistance to the orbital motion of a spacecraft:Thg effect
. .

of drag is to lower the orbit. AbOve2OgkilometerS, the altitude deAreases
very slOwly. Belem 150 kilometeriMle rapidlie(Sec,.
3D; App. A,no. 16) : l) .

..,.
.

..
Earth third planet averaging 149,54k060:1(44 ip-ctieStin, very

nearly a'sphere iit4378-kilaMeter radius'; 6 X 10 ram mass. The
Earth is accotripankd,v. the Moan, about one -fo tti,S1Ze. The,
Moon distance ii..14,401 kilometers. '(Sec.

eccentricity. (e), a meaiiiiti of ovalness of anark orbit When e 0 the orbit
is a circle; when'er7t,0:Pr it is a long,' thinalipse:;(See. 36)SeeNe4;

. Physics, Sec. 7.3;',P$SC.$ec . 15-5. .,.
. eclipse covering a liright;:;Olijeet with a darkOne:. In a ,norM41.t,140:. l

the Sun covered byilieMoon. Apollo covered the Sun
ellipse a smooth, oval curVe'asentateiy fitted bythe orbit-of aiat:O. It *64.1

a much larger masS. (Seis, IC, 3C!,!i4.3j)
energy the capabilityrpfd6ihg:WOrIc14inepiergy is the energy of motion

and is eqUal td*nyf.:: ttptoi441:44gyOpp,epirs.:011:.00.00,4iid is larger
the farther mass front E4tit."-Atiii;,:kilos. 5 n7,40

speedescape veloCity 'the speed necessary to.-sCape,frorn Earth's graVity: It is
,smaller the fareher a spacecraft isVin Earth:, -(APp,' A, no :. 9; Table 3.1)

force (F) a. push or pull on a mass rn that produces "an acceleration
F (See. '3A; Fig. 3.1; Table 3.1)

free fall when a spacecraft is moving solely under theforce of gravity (nO
.drag; no thrttst): (Sect 3C)

geosynchronous .orbit an orbit that is synchronized With the Earth's
rotation. A satellite 35 900 kilometers above the Equator with a period of
24 hours woUlOie in ageosynchronouS orbit; it would always be above
the same point oh Earth, ,(Sec. 3F)

gravity anomaly a region where gravity is lower or higher than expected if
the Earth's crustisConSidered to have uniform density.,

,



Greenwich mean time (GMT) the time ofan event, froin 0 at midnight to
12 hours at noon to 24 hours, at,midnight, as measured at 0°. longitude
(fAreenwich, near London, England). (Sec. 2B)

ground elapsed time (GET) the 'time sincelaunch (Soyui launeh on the
Apollo -Soyuz mission): (SeC.. 2B; Fig& '3.6, 3.7, 4.5)

GSM the NASA Robert H: Goddard Spice Flight C'enteiNtit Greenbelt;
Maryland. L.

hatch a door in, the pressine hull of a spacecraft. The hatch is sealed tightly
.to prevent the cabin atmosphere from escaping to the outside vacuum..

!:.< (Sec. 2,P; App. A, no, 4i' Fig. 2.5)
jettison ;tii discard. When the fuel in a booster rocket is used up, the now-,..-

,

useless boosteris disconnected from the spacecraft ancljettisonc
;!.(alloilyed to fall bad( to Earth). (Secs: 2:';4p;.,3C;

jgC:"itii.e NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Spacc'.Onter in Houston, texas.
Kepkees;Third Law the law which.,.,states4iii(r!,iSr.Proportional to Ai

is the period and A riie440i`i***-Oie (Fig. 3.3). Based on
4fiy observations of planeii,thel4W.als0.:aPplieS to satellites of the Earth:.
and is explained by Newton's LaWS:'(S*. 4

KSC the NASA John F. Kennedy Space.e.enter at Cape Canaveral, Florida,.

launch configuration the combination of boosters, spacecraft, and launch
escape system that must be lifted off the ground at launth. (Secs, 2C,'.3A;

Fig. 2:2; Table 3.1) . -

Lox liquid oxygen at temperature .-90 K or 183° C, used with kerosene .
fuel as, a propellant in booster rockets. (Secs. 2C,' 3A)

Magellanic Cloud nearby galaxy: outside- the Milky Way Galaxy. See '!
Pamphlet II, (Sec. 4B)

Mission Control Center (MCC) *the operational headquarters of a space
mission. For Apollo-Soyilz, there were two: MCC-H in'Houston and
MCC-M in.'MoscoW. (Sec. 3F; Figs:.3.8, 4.4)

momentuni mass times velocitY,; referring to motion in a straight line.
Angular ;tfirentum refers to rotation and to motion around orbits. It is
mass tinc30 tross-Veloeity times distance from the axis of rotation or
center of orbit. Both are conserved. (App. A, no. 5; Table 3.1) See
Project Physics, See? 9.4; PSSC, Sec. 14-1. Y. ,4V-:'

.MSFC The NASA George C. Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville,
Alabama. ,

MSFEB The NASA Manned Space' Flight Experiment'Board, which
decided which proposed experiments would be conducted on Apollo-
Soyuz. (Sec. 4A; Figs. 4.3, 4.4)

multistlige launch a launch that uses several stages to boost the payload
into orbit. After the first-stage booster uses its.fiiel, i-tisjettisoned and the



.

secondary booSter:mlired. WMil.theiecond-stage fuel :1
.

booster.is jettisoned, and so on. Su eh multistage launchin
. high payload:velocities. (Sec. 3B; Fig: 3.2)

Neutron Star a yery high density starinade of rieutrons,'MS
Pamphlet II. ,(Sec.,4B)

Newton's -Lawi the three laws of motion andthe,,Jaw:';g1 OW,
published in 1687; explaining almost all the motions; of plan. .s4fancl;1,
satellitei;with higkaCcuracy.,(Sees. 3A to 3D; Table 3.1) See
Physics, Secs 3..9 to 3,11., 8.618.8; PSSC, Sees.- 13-8, 13-10,-14-31',

nuclear ,power power derived frdin nuclear reactions between neutrons
and atoms of uranium thbiitd;, or plutonium; which undergo fission:
(SPlitting)'. Such power .tniglit,be.bsed for reaction-, motors:: fission
products are radioactkie. (App .'A, no 8)

orbit the path fc4Iowed by a planet around the Sun or by a satellite Around -
the.Earth, usually an ( Secs. 2C,X, 3D; App. A, nos: 5 to 7 12,
13;; Figs'. 3.3, ,4) Sed Project PhYSieS; Sec. 7.3;- PSSC, Seci. 113-5,

payload thecomponentS to'beVut into orbit on a single-stage launch, such
as that -biSoyuz.;On:a Multistage launch, the second stage is payload for
the firiwthe third stage is payload for the second; and so on (Sec. 3B
;fig 31) : .

perigee the point cloSest to Earth on an elliptical orbit around the Earth.
(Secs::I13C, 3D; App. A,znos-:-5, 7, I I; Figs. 3-0, 3.6)

period (I). the, time: taken by a satellite to travel once. around its Orbit.
PrincipalInvestigator (PI) the individual responsible for conducting' a

spac4; experiment and reporting the results. (Figil 4.3-, 4.4)
propellant both the fuel (rCemse6) and the oxidizer (LOX) for a reaction.

motor. The propellant acted at high velOcityve, to piOvide forward
thrusi. (Secs. 3A, 3A; App. A, no 8; Fig. 3.1)

puisitr pulsating, condensed slay of a type fiitt detected by regular
I -second pulses of radio waves..(Sec. 4B)

RCS ,quad jets. small jets used to roll or rotate theiApolle4spaceeraft.
(Sec: 3D; Fig. 3.4)

reaction the equal but opposite push on yOur hand when you push some-,
thing (Newton's Third Law). ReaCiion motorspush gas'out the Tear
nozzle to get the reaction as a forward thrust Sec. 3A;`Fii. 3.1):

rendezvous the clOse approach of two spacecraf in the same orbit so that
docking can take place.. (Sec. 3D; Figs. 3 , 3.7)

Saturn IB, Saturn IVB boosters (first stage and second stage) 'for the
'Apollo spacecraft4.(Secs.' 2C, 3A, 3D; Fig. 2.2)

.
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sealing ringi ,inechanical devieesdeiigned to fit tightly when two space-
Craft are docked:S6:that cabin atmosphere, lAill`nof leak oat. (Sec, 2D;
Figs. 2.4., 2.5)

Service Module (SM) the large part of the Apollo spacecraft that contains
the Main thruster, tanks, radiotquipnient, and support equipment
it is attached to the CM until just before the: CM', reenters the Earth's
atmeiphere. (Figs.. 2.2, 4..1),

solar pnnel . a winglike set of cells that convert sunlight io electric power,
used on Soyuz and many NASA spacecraft but not on Apollo. (Sec. 3D;
fig,' 2.4) :

yuiz the Soviet two-man spacecraft. (Secs: 2C,' 2D, 3B; Figs. 2:.2
to 2.4, .4.1)

Specific impulse a measure of the poyer of aPropellant: (Sec: `3B)
stage. one -part of the launCh sequence; see multistage launch. (See. 3B;

Fig. 3.2; Table 3.1)
STDN '.the NASA Spaceflight Tracking andData Network: (Secs. 3F; 4D;

telemetry the automatic transmission of data to ground receivers. (re..413;,

. Fig. 4,3)* . 1

thruSt the forward force Fiiiroyided by a ractionmotor. (Secs. 2C,13A,
3C; App. A, no 13; Fig. 3.1) .

time line the planned schedule for astronauts on a space mission. (Secs. 2111.,,
. 4D; Fig. 4.5) ,

tiMe.zone a region using the same time of day. There are-24 timezones
around the world, each about t5° wide in longitude. In the United States,
they are called eastern, central, mountain,, and Pacifie ttandard time
each 1 hour different from the zone on either side. (Sec. 2B; APp.:A,
no. 11

torque a twist provided by two offset forces on a body.. (Sec. 3 A; F lg. 3.4.)
vector a directed quantity, :likd'. ,elocity,.. force, acceleration:

symbols iv, F, a) are given in boldface type. (Fig. 3.3; Table 3.1)
velocity (v)... change of,position per unit time in meters per second. (Secs.

A,4n6s. 5, 6, 13; Fig. 3.3;, Table' 3.1)
Weight (Fg.), the downward force on a mass at the Earth's surface. The force

on 1 kikram 40:8 newtons.. (Sec. 3A; Table 3.1) .

weightlessness., .the condition of free fall or zero-g, in which objects in a
spacecraVare weightless. (Secs.. 2E, 3C)

Xv, Yv, ZV .sliaceCraft (vehicle) axes, with Xv directed forward (away .

from the thruster' nozzle), Yv to one side, and. Zv "up." (Sec, 3E;
FigS. 3 .4 , 4.1)

zero-g, the condition of free fall and weightlessnesS. (Secs. 2E, 3C; App. A,
no 18)
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Further Reading
ABC' s of: Space by Isaac Asitnov,.Walker and Co. (New York), 1569---an

illustrated glossary of spaceflight terms. , ;, .

Apollo Expeditions toithe Moon, Edgar Cortright, NASA SP-359;
1976well-illustrated dqscriptions of tht _Saturn boosters, the ;Apollo
spacecraft,. mission Control, and aStronairrtraini

Applto5Bbyuz.TestPr6ject Preliminary Science Rep NASA TM X-58173.
9976.--,advaneed-levelaccouilts of experirnenta sults.

. .

AStronautS'andCosmonauts: Biogniphieal and Statistical Data ( Available
from the U.5.'bovernment Printing .Office/,' Washington, D.C. 20402),
1976deScrihe"S" the Men. who. have gone on spaie missions.

Carrying-the Fire bY.Michaeltollins,'Fariar,;StrauSg, & Giroux, Inc. (New
Aticirk),',1974-4. beautifully written account of astronaut training and the

.

flight of Apollo .., .'

:The1CreMlin and the Cosmo.s by \ Nich a s .Damiloff,' klfred A. Knopf
,

(New ....York), 1972-an interestin' history of space exploration by . .

the ,
. :

The Larigittrige: of Space: ADictioncuy4.4stronautics by Reginald Tuthill,
'JOhn,p4 co., Inc. (New York):,..1971=.-'a Well-Written glossary of 1100
terms; with a section On the next 20 .years in space."

Learning About Spate , British DepartmentOfEdUcation and Science, 1970-7
.ekcellentexplaqatioris of spaceflight:

Liyikg; in. Space from the U.S. GoVernment.-. Printing Office,
Washington, 1)..t..20402),1976--4a popular account of astronaut liVing
COnditions.::

Living.in Space: The Astronaut OndHisEnvironMent by Mitchell R. Sharp,.
DoubledaVand Co.. Inc. (New -York), -1969.-Lwell-illuStilted survey of

-space biology.; describes. radiation and weightlessness. :

fROtriezvifus in.SPuce:.T.Apollo-Soyuz by F. Dennis (Available
..withont 'charge 'from NASA Educational 'Programs .DivisIon,:Washington,
ac:./o46),,1 975-7a :popular acCOupt.cif the

. RobotExPlorerswKeimeth*Qat1atidiMacrnillin Inc; (New ',

York), 1912--iLit
Soyfres.jo.SOiree by Peter L. Sinolde4jalgerpihFilblisiiin C 1i'

-. -.
g O

.

J974-7-a well illustrated htstc of Soviet .1

Space Science and Astronomy: Escape' ;Earth, Thornton. Page and Lou
Williams Page, eds., MacMillan Public,.. Co., Inc .;(Neiv York), 1976
containsartieles by :experts on almost :6 Oy phase-of space exploration.

Suiting Up for Space by LlOyd Malian, -Day .Co., Inc. (New York),
.:. 1971-7-Ldescribes the development-ofospaCeAkts since 1940..
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